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For a Greener Environment

Powered by technology. Inspired by nature.

At Sony, we believe technology should exist in harmony with nature and not against it.

That is why we’re equally committed to protecting the environment as we are to

providing you with the best picture quality possible. Our BRAVIA WE5 equipped with 

the latest energy saving technologies such as the Presence Sensor, Energy Saving Switch 

and HCFL Backlight, you’ll be delighted to know we also use recycled materials 

during the production of our BRAVIA televisions, and have made our packaging slimmer 

so as to eliminate resource wastage and optimise transportation ef�ciency. 

After all, saving Mother Earth is a worthy cause as it’s the only planet we call home.

BRAVIA Eco Effort:

HCFL

• Development of Energy Saving Features • Use of Recycled Materials • Reduction in Packaging Size

• The energy efficient backlight (Hot Cathode Fluorescent Lamp – HCFL) cuts power consumption by 40% compared with BRAVIA W4500 series.
• The Presence Sensor temporarily turns off the picture to save energy when it detects no movement in the room.
• The Energy Saving Switch reduces power consumption to practically 0W when the TV is off.
• Light Sensor adjusts picture output according to the room’s ambient light to save energy.
• Power Saving Mode lets you reduce picture brightness for viewing in dim light, thus minimising power consumption.
• PC Power Management automatically sets TV to standby mode when there’s no PC signal detected for power consumption efficiency.
• Idle TV Standby mode automatically sets TV to standby mode after detecting a period of inactivity, to save power. 

At Sony, we believe that a television should excite 

the senses whether it’s turned on or off. That is why strong 

attention is paid not only to what goes inside the BRAVIA,

but also to its sleek exterior, exquisite �nishing and use of the 

�nest materials. Making the BRAVIA simply inviting to touch. 

Power it on and you’ll be spellbound by the crystal-clear 

pictures you see onscreen, thanks to cutting-edge technologies.

Why put so much thought into a TV, you ask? 

It’s because the BRAVIA is more than just a TV, 

it’s a centrepiece for your home.

Looking at the television from 
a whole new perspective.

Design that Inspires





Once you experience Sony High De�nition, you’ll never turn back, 

ever. Imagine a viewing experience, where every last detail is 

reproduced with life-like clarity. Every colour comes to life; 

even blacks are deeper and the whites brighter. With every single 

pixel working on overtime, every image comes with an exceptional 

depth that makes it seem fuller and more realistic. And with the 

Sony High De�nition DNA running through most of our products, 

you can connect them to your High De�nition BRAVIA TV to enjoy 

a seamless HD experience. Why just watch television, when you 

can enjoy a spectacular viewing experience that comes only with 

Sony High De�nition.

A total experience in perfection, down to the last pixel.

Once you experience Sony High De�nition, you’ll never turn back, ever. 

Imagine a viewing experience, where every last detail is reproduced with life-like clarity. 

Every colour comes to life; even blacks are deeper and the whites brighter. 

With every single pixel working on overtime, every image comes with an exceptional depth 

that makes it seem fuller and more real. And with the Sony High De�nition DNA running 

through most of our products, you can connect them to your BRAVIA TV to enjoy a 

seamless HD experience. Why just watch television, when you can enjoy the 1080p

of spectacular viewing pleasure that comes only with Sony High De�nition.

A total experience in perfection, down to the last pixel.A picture perfect experince every time, in every way.
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Intuitive Energy Saving Features with BRAVIA WE5

Smoothest, Sharpest Action with BRAVIA Z5

4/200 (1/50) sec

B

Motionflow™ 200Hz (200 frames per second)

+1

1/200 sec

+1

2/200 sec

+1

3/200 sec 0

A

Creating three new intermediate images and inserting them between original pictures (A and B), Motion�ow™ 200Hz offers 
razor sharp, �uid reproduction of fast-moving visuals.

Full High Definition
1,920 (H) x 1,080 (V)

Standard Definition
720 (H) x 480 (V)

Sony harnesses the full potential of cutting-edge visual technologies
to deliver the most crisp and fluid images filled with robust, true-to-life 
colour for the best viewing experience always.

Be entertained and conserve precious energy at the same time.

Engineered for Excellence

LCD
Panel

RGB
Dynamic

LED

TV Screen

Natural Colours
Sony’s unique arrangement of red, 
blue and green LEDs empowers the 
production of more colours for truly 
realistic images

Superb Contrast
With backlight control, you enjoy 
only the most natural colours, even 
for scenes with a combination of 
both light and dark areas.

RGB Dynamic LED

Discover revolutionary motion 
performance never before seen until now.

Get ready for the smoothest and sharpest 
fast-action scenes with Motion�ow™ 200Hz. 
Able to generate pictures at an unbeatable 200 
frames per second (fps), you'll see every split 
second action with total precision and clarity. 
Perfect for watching sports and action movies.Higher Contrast, Deeper Blacks

Greater Realism, Natural Textures
BRAVIA Engine 3 reproduces 
pictures with stunning clarity and 
impressive depth.

Enjoy vibrant, crystal-clear images in the �nest 
detail from both Standard De�nition and High 
De�nition sources.

Real-time Wireless Transmission
BRAVIA 1080 Wireless transmits 
the HD content wirelessly to the TV.

With BRAVIA ZX1 featuring BRAVIA 1080 
Wireless, enjoy arranging your room layout as 
freely as you like without worrying about wire 
clutter. The BRAVIA 1080 wirelessly transmits  
HD content from the supplied media receiver 
unit to the TV, so you can place and watch your 
TV in any other room.

Enjoy High Definition in its entirety 
with the Full HD LCD panel.

Watch programmes and photos come to life in 
1920 x 1080 picture resolution – boasting four 
times greater detail and clarity than Standard 
De�nition.

RGB Dynamic LED boasts 
the widest colour reproduction range
and offers superb contrast.

Uniquely arranged clusters of red, green and 
blue LEDs come together to generate a wider 
palette of colours than conventional white LED 
backlights, providing you with the most natural 
images. Combined with dynamic backlight 
control that suppresses unwanted light in dark 
areas of a picture, you also enjoy enhanced 
contrast and the truest, deepest blacks.

Watch

PICTURE

Around 3m

Leave

PICTURE

A bui l t- in Presence Sensor empowers the 
BRAVIA to automatically switch the TV picture 
off, leaving only the sound on when a viewer 
steps away from the TV. This reduces TV power 

consumption by up to 40%. Upon detection of 
the viewer returning to the TV, the TV picture 
immediately comes back on.

PICTURE

Return

Media Receiver Unit

Blu-ray Disc™ Player

50%
POWER SAVINGS
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BRAVIA Sync

Control Sony’s Home Audio/Video components connected 
to the BRAVIA using only a single remote commander, 
for entertainment at the push of a button.

10-Bit
LCD Panel

10-Bit Processing
(1,024 Steps of Gradation)

 

 

8-Bit Processing
(256 Steps of Gradation)

BRAVIA LCD TVs are now capable of displaying up to 1,024 
individual steps of colour gradation. With a 10-Bit Panel, you 
will notice remarkable smoothness in colours and details.

Intelligent Picture

Automatically boosting weak analogue broadcast signals (RF) 
while reducing the image noise of these signals, the pictures 
you’ll see on screen are in the highest clarity always.

Bad Signal Level Good Signal Level

with Intelligent Picturewithout Intelligent Picture

Advanced Contrast
Enhancer (ACE)
By reproducing �ne levels of gradation and dynamically 
controlling the contrast of every image, the Advanced 
Contrast Enhancer delivers superior light, mid and dark tones 
in every scene. Now you can enjoy those deep dark scenes 
without sacri�cing the brightness of the lighter elements.

x.v.Colour

Conforming to the latest xvYCC international colour 
standard, x.v.Colour delivers more realistic and accurate 
tones than conventional sRGB colours.

Live Colour™

Developed exclusively for BRAVIA, Live Colour uses Sony’s 
unique colour algorithm to recreate the colours of nature in 
vivid, pronounced dominant tones.

with ACEwithout ACE

S-Force
Front Surround
Using only the two front speakers of your BRAVIA TV, 
S-Force Front Surround technology lets you enjoy Virtual 
Surround Sound without the need to set up or purchase 
additional speakers. 

MPEG
Noise Reduction

with
MPEG Noise Reduction

without
MPEG Noise Reduction

Minimising block noise and improving the edges of text 
that appears on screen, for crisp, noise-free images and 
easy to read subtitles.

An integrated light sensor detects the amount of ambient 
light in a room and optimises screen brightness accordingly 
for a comfortable viewing experience always.

Ambient
Light Sensor

Digital Living Network Alliance
(DLNA)
Using your wireless Internet connection at home, connect 
DLNA cert i�ed products and share digi ta l content 
between devices – without the need to use cables.

Sony Ericsson
C905

DSC-G1

KDL-55X4500A

KDL-40X4500A

LIVING ROOM

BEDROOM

Others
All colours are stretched out to 
extend colour space, saturating 
both reds and skin tones.

Live Colour™

Manages colours intelligently, 
boosting only those that need 
to be enhanced.Without x.v.Colour With x.v.Colour

Enjoy sound from the rear without rear surround speakers
and delight in simplified speaker layouts.

More Light Less Light

BRAVIA
ensures

maximum
viewing

enjoyment
always

*Please check on compatibility of each specific model.

Sony
Home Theatre

System

Sony HD Printer

Sony HD Handycam®

Living Room PC

Sony DVD/
Blu-ray 

Disc Player

Sony HD
Cyber-shot




















